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History and Editions 

 

The first performance of Petite Messe  Solennelle was in the new home of Count 

and Countess Pillet-Will on March 14, 1864. This was a small, intimate presentation with 

accompaniment of two pianos and harmonium in addition to a chorus of 12 (actually 15 

were used, four of whom were soloists).  The work was performed once more during 

Rossini’s lifetime-- in April 1865, utilizing identical resources. 

 

It should be noted that the original did not contain O Salutaris, the soprano solo, 

as the composer used a piano prelude in its place. The existence of O Salutaris was 

known at that time, so presumably this substitution was in deference to a renowned 

pianist who was performing.  O Salutaris appeared first in the orchestrated version. 

 

Although only very reluctantly after much urging Rossini orchestrated the work, 

he put it away and forbid any further performances of either version. (For musical 

reasons he felt the orchestrated version would not work until the church allowed women 

to sing in church, but Pope Pius IX would not relent).  After Rossini’s death his widow 

sold the performance rights, and the orchestral version was performed in February, 1869.  

Her available manuscripts were given to the Rossini Foundation of Pesar.  Subsequently 

there was a full score printed, and several publishers put forth editions for one piano, 

harmonium and voices, including the still current Kalmus edition.  In 1980 it was 

discovered that the one-piano editions were reductions from the orchestral score and 

differed significantly from the chamber version for two pianos and harmonium and also   

included some noteworthy cuts.  In 1980 Coan made a new edition, and in 1992 Fleming 

issued a new one based on the chamber version passed on from Rossini’s widow.   

 

In 1994 it was discovered that Rossini had given Countess Pillet-Will an 

autographed manuscript of the work.  This appears to be the version first performed and 

include most of the corrections and revisions that were being debated in the Coan and 

Fleming editions.   Patricia Brauner and Philip Gossett produced not only a new and more 

authentic edition, but also an extensive volume discussing the many differences found 

between the autograph score and the previously published versions.   

 

Today Assabet Valley Mastersingers perform the Brauner/Gossett edition that 

according to the latest scholarly research is the edition closest to the original 1864 

performance. 


